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												Come with Digital Director Kelsey to the @skp_collective 2024 judging day👀✨

Forget the X Factor or The Voice, this was THE hardest competition to judge with such a fabulous line-up of content creators from across the hairdressing industry. Tasked with just an hour to capture, edit and post content to Instagram, everyone well and truly rose to the challenge… but there can only be six spots on this year’s team! 

Without further ado, meet the 2024 #SKPCollective…

@_styledbyalex 
@chantellehaircraft 
@grainnemcclelland_hair 
@hairbyharryx 
@tommyhardyhair 
@vsvstylist 

Congratulations to the super six, and everyone who made it to the final round. The level of skill was seriously impressive! 👏

#hair #hairdressing #hairdresser #schwarzkopfprofessional #schwarzkopfpro #hairteam #hairstylist #contentcreation #ukhairdresser #haircolourist #haircompetition											
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												Have YOU got a talent for teaching? 🎓

If you’ve created a unique education concept that has a positive impact on the people involved, it’s time for your moment in the spotlight!

The Most Wanted Education Expert award celebrates exceptional hairdressing education – from your goals to the stand-out qualities and everything in between, we want to hear about it!

Fancy your chance at showcasing how you lead your students to become better industry professionals? Head to creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted for all category criteria and information.

hairdressing #hairdressers #barber #salonowner #barbershop #businessowner  #EducationExpert #haireducator #hairdressingeducator #haireducation #teaching #hairdressingteaching #hairawards #mostwanted #creativehead #hairdressingawards #mwit24											
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																					[image: The word on the street...it’s confident colour 💛   Embracing balance and self-expression, the @indolauk S/S24 Street Style Collection encompasses all things authenticity and self-care. The latest colour look book of inspiration features striking statement colours from Emerald Texture to Blueberry Fusion and Ruby Flash.   For clients that prefer more subtle, neutral tones, Smokey Edge blends soft grey shades with deeper charcoal tones and Dusk Blonde serves up sun-kissed hues with a boho feel.   Combining CREA-BOLD, CREA-MIX and Color Style Mousse for maximum creativity, Indola delivers a unique, versatile collection of spring-ready shades that can be tailored to compliment any client or model for a bespoke touch.   Help your clients celebrate the art of creative expression with a pop of colour that empowers them. Head to indola.co.uk to find out more.   #AD #Indola #StreetStyleCollection #HairColour #Colourist #HairInspiration #SpringHair #SpringHairColour #SpringTrends]
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												The word on the street...it’s confident colour 💛 

Embracing balance and self-expression, the @indolauk S/S24 Street Style Collection encompasses all things authenticity and self-care. The latest colour look book of inspiration features striking statement colours from Emerald Texture to Blueberry Fusion and Ruby Flash. 

For clients that prefer more subtle, neutral tones, Smokey Edge blends soft grey shades with deeper charcoal tones and Dusk Blonde serves up sun-kissed hues with a boho feel. 

Combining CREA-BOLD, CREA-MIX and Color Style Mousse for maximum creativity, Indola delivers a unique, versatile collection of spring-ready shades that can be tailored to compliment any client or model for a bespoke touch. 

Help your clients celebrate the art of creative expression with a pop of colour that empowers them. Head to indola.co.uk to find out more. 

#AD #Indola #StreetStyleCollection #HairColour #Colourist #HairInspiration #SpringHair #SpringHairColour #SpringTrends											
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A super sleek, twisting ponytail from @mabellevalparaiso. Embellished using safety clips for hair accessories and rhinestones along the singular face-framing strands at the front, the result gives a grungier finish to a classic editorial style. 
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												Polished with an edge 🤌

A super sleek, twisting ponytail from @mabellevalparaiso. Embellished using safety clips for hair accessories and rhinestones along the singular face-framing strands at the front, the result gives a grungier finish to a classic editorial style. 

#hair #hairdressing #hairdresser #ponytail #haireditorial #hairaccessories #snatchedponytail #slickedbackhair #wetlookhair #rhinestonehair #hairgems #hairstylist											
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																					[image: Our April issue spotlights the wonderful work of @karlaqleon, as she discusses her career highlights to date. 💙   Her diverse skills, starting out as a make-up artist and discovering she could create stunning sculptural hair looks, has seen Karla achieve some incredible things. From styling backstage at Fashion Week to working with a-list clients such as Skepta and Rita Ora, there’s no stopping this hairstylist.   In this social media series, we’re digging deeper into Karla’s world of hair design to find out which three looks she has created are the most memorable – whether it’s the backstory, the process or simply collaborating with friends.   #hair #hairdressing #hairdressers #hairstylist #hairstyling #texturedhair #fashionweek #fashionweekhair #sculpturalhair #hairlooks #hairseries #hairinspiration #behindthehair #hairstories]
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												Our April issue spotlights the wonderful work of @karlaqleon, as she discusses her career highlights to date. 💙 

Her diverse skills, starting out as a make-up artist and discovering she could create stunning sculptural hair looks, has seen Karla achieve some incredible things. From styling backstage at Fashion Week to working with a-list clients such as Skepta and Rita Ora, there’s no stopping this hairstylist. 

In this social media series, we’re digging deeper into Karla’s world of hair design to find out which three looks she has created are the most memorable – whether it’s the backstory, the process or simply collaborating with friends.
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																															[image: Satisfying and sweet 💛  Adding a pop of vibrance to some delicious spring pastels, @sofiageideby is letting us peek into the process with these mouth-watering colour combinations.  Sofia gets creative with colour mousse in this behind-the-scenes look at some unique up-do looks   #hair #haircolour #hairprocess #btsprocess #hairbts #hairdressing #hairdressers #colourist #haircolourist #colouredhair #creativehair #hairinspiration #colourmousse]
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												Satisfying and sweet 💛

Adding a pop of vibrance to some delicious spring pastels, @sofiageideby is letting us peek into the process with these mouth-watering colour combinations.

Sofia gets creative with colour mousse in this behind-the-scenes look at some unique up-do looks


#hair #haircolour #hairprocess #btsprocess #hairbts #hairdressing #hairdressers #colourist #haircolourist #colouredhair #creativehair #hairinspiration #colourmousse											
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																					[image: The seven second secret to stronger strands 🤫   Building bonds and fortifying hair structure is no challenge for the JOICO Defy Damage In A Flash rinse-out treatment!   Swooping in to defy hair damage, the latest innovation from @joicoeurope delivers an instant transformation and makes hair more resilient against breakage. Harnessing the power of Defy Damage technology, this rapid treatment does the job faster than you can make a cup of tea.   It’s the perfect retail opportunity for clients wanting a fool-proof solution to achieving a salon quality finish in between appointments.   #ad #joico #inaflash #strengtheninghair #strongerhair #damagedhair #hairtreatment #hairdamage #fasthairtreatments #bondbuilding #bondbuildingproducts]
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												The seven second secret to stronger strands 🤫 

Building bonds and fortifying hair structure is no challenge for the JOICO Defy Damage In A Flash rinse-out treatment! 

Swooping in to defy hair damage, the latest innovation from @joicoeurope delivers an instant transformation and makes hair more resilient against breakage. Harnessing the power of Defy Damage technology, this rapid treatment does the job faster than you can make a cup of tea. 

It’s the perfect retail opportunity for clients wanting a fool-proof solution to achieving a salon quality finish in between appointments. 

#ad #joico #inaflash #strengtheninghair #strongerhair #damagedhair #hairtreatment #hairdamage #fasthairtreatments #bondbuilding #bondbuildingproducts											
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												Spring has sprung and wedding season is upon us. Serving some elegant hair up inspiration @o.le.oni create a chic French chignon.

Make-up: @luizaamarop 
Model: @sindynuness 

#hair #hairdressing #hairdresser #hairup #frenchchignon #chignon #editorialhair #hairtransformation #occasionhair #updo #hairstylist											
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																															[image: Got your business cap on? 🧢  If you’ve spent the last year building a better business, executing an effective recruitment drive, completing a challenging expansion plan, revamping the staff structure, or improving productivity in order for your business to be the hit it is today, then this is the Most Wanted category for you!   The Most Wanted Business Thinker award celebrates an owner or a director demonstrating a fresh approach to business, and if that’s you, we want to champion your hard work!   All category criteria and information is available at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted.   #hair #hairdressing #hairdressers #barber #salonowner #barbershop #businessowner  #BusinessThinker #hairawards #mostwanted #creativehead #hairdressingawards #businessawards #hairdressingbusiness #hairbusiness #mwit24]
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												Got your business cap on? 🧢

If you’ve spent the last year building a better business, executing an effective recruitment drive, completing a challenging expansion plan, revamping the staff structure, or improving productivity in order for your business to be the hit it is today, then this is the Most Wanted category for you! 

The Most Wanted Business Thinker award celebrates an owner or a director demonstrating a fresh approach to business, and if that’s you, we want to champion your hard work! 

All category criteria and information is available at creativeheadmag.com/mostwanted. 

#hair #hairdressing #hairdressers #barber #salonowner #barbershop #businessowner  #BusinessThinker #hairawards #mostwanted #creativehead #hairdressingawards #businessawards #hairdressingbusiness #hairbusiness #mwit24											
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